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To date you should have received the following study material: 
 
 
Study guide: 
Study guide for ECS3703 
 
 
 
Tutorial letter: 
101/2015  -  Introductory tutorial letter and assignments 
 
 

* *** * 
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Dear Student 
 
We trust that you find the module interesting. 
 
1. THE EXAMINATION 
 
The examination paper consists of six questions of which you must do four, each counting 25 marks. 
The format is as follows: SECTION A consists of TWO compulsory questions. SECTION B consists of 
FOUR questions of which you must do any TWO. To be allowed to the exam you had to submit 
assignment 01 on time. 
 
 
2. ERRATA 
 
Prescribed Textbook: 
 
Page 503 second last paragraph sixth line should read “…was R = £/$ =….” 
Page 504 last sentence of the third paragraph should read “For ……Section A16.3……appendix)”. 
page 510 14th line should read “Qx and Qm = the quantity of…” 
page 558 third paragraph fifth line should read  “…(point….B’ is…..” 
 
Study guide: page 7: The last sentence of the first paragraph should read: ”Note that because of 

South Africa’s historical dependence on gold exports it is recorded as a 
separate item immediately below merchandise exports.” 

Page 48: The third paragraph (under heading 6.4D) should read: “The scenario is 
one of external balance and internal imbalance….” 
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3. ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT 01 (Second semester) 
 
You had to submit this assignment in time to be allowed to the exam. 
The assignment also makes a contribution to your semester mark. 
 
The answers to question 11 to 20 are provided below. Most of the answers are easily found and 
explained in either the guide or the textbook. We provide you with page references (SG = Study Guide 
and TB = Textbook) as well as short explanations where deemed necessary. NB The page references 
in brackets refer to the 10th edition of the textbook. 
 
Answers: 
 
11. (a) Correct. SG p 3.  

(b) Incorrect. The item “Change in net gold and other foreign exchange 
reserves” can be considered as the “balance” of the entire balance 
of payments account. SG p 9. 

(c) Incorrect. The item “Change in net gold and other foreign exchange 
reserves” can be considered as the “balance” of the entire balance 
of payments account. SG p 9. 

     
The correct alternative is (1). 
 
12. (a) Correct. It is for this reason that direct investment is generally considered 

the most desirable form of foreign investment. SG p 9. 
(b) Incorrect. Net gold exports are part of the current account. SG p 7. 
(c) Correct. This is part of the definition of portfolio investment. SG p 8.  

 
The correct alternative is (2). 
 
13. (a) Incorrect. A change in the  exchange rate from $1 = £1 to $1 = £2 means 

more pound than before are needed to buy a dollar and thus the 
pound depreciated relative to the dollar (and thus the dollar 
appreciated). In other words, we now only need $0,50 to buy a 
pound. 

(b) Correct. The price (exchange rate) of a currency under a flexible exchange 
rate system is determined, just like the price of any commodity, by 
the forces of market demand and market supply. A shortage of 
pounds will thus result in an increase in the price of pounds which 
is the same as saying that the pound appreciated. SG section 2.3A 
p 14 and TB section 14.3A p 407 (466). 

(c) Incorrect. It is arbitrage that keeps the exchange rate within narrow limits. 
This is well explained in SG section 2.3B p19 as well as TB section 
14.3B p 411(470).  
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The correct alternative is (3). 
 
14. (a) Incorrect. Hedging refers to the avoidance of a foreign exchange risk while 

speculation  refers to the  acceptance and even seeking out a 
foreign exchange risk. SG p 22 and TB p 422 (482). 

(b) Correct. Such interest differential should be equal to the forward discount. 
TB p 427 (486). 

 
(c) Correct. Since the currency with the higher interest rate is usually at a 

forward discount, it means per definition that the currency with the 
lower interest rate is usually at a forward premium. TB p 426  
(485).  

 
The correct alternative is (1). 
 
15. (a) Correct. It is the correct definition of the absolute purchasing power parity 

theory. TB p 444 (506). 
(b) Correct. The absolute purchasing power parity theory gives the exchange 

rate that equilibrates trade in goods and services and thus 
completely disregards the capital account. TB p 445 (507). 

(c) Incorrect. The Absolute Purchasing Power Parity Theory gives the exchange 
rate that equilibrates trade in goods and services and thus it is 
not a  monetary phenomenon. TB p 445 (507).  

 
The correct alternative is (2)  
 
16. (a) Incorrect. A deficit in the nation’s balance of payments results from an                     

excess in the stock of money supplied that is not eliminated by 
the monetary authorities This is the conclusion TB p 453 (516). 

(b) Correct. With fixed exchange rates the nation has no control over its money 
supply in the long run and thus the size of the nation’s money 
supply will be the one that is consistent with equilibrium in its 
balance of payments in the long run.  TB p 452(516). 

(c) Correct. See the answer above. It is only the currency-reserve countries 
who will have such control. 

 
The correct alternative is (4). 
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17. An increase in wealth increases the demand for (domestic) money, for the domestic bond and for 

the foreign bond and a decrease in wealth will thus decrease the demand for (domestic) money, 
for the domestic bond and for the foreign bond. TB p 462(526). All the statements are incorrect. 

 
(a) Incorrect. 
(b) Incorrect. 
(c) Incorrect. 

 
The correct alternative is (5). 
 
Do not be frightened by the Portfolio Balance Theory. It is a classic example of “common sense made 
difficult”. NB: You will not be examined on the “Extended” version (TB section 15.4B). 
 
18. (a) Incorrect. This is the conclusion of section 16.2A TB p 486 (555). 

(b) Incorrect. At point E the quantity of euro’s demanded is equal to the 
quantity of euro’s supplied. TB p 486 (555).  

(c) Correct. This can be seen in fig 16.1  TB p 487 (555). 
 
The correct alternative is (2) 
 
NB You will not be examined on sections 16.2B and 16.2C of the textbook.  
 
The correct alternative is (4). 
 
19. (a) Incorrect. Such supply curve shifts down in terms of the foreign currency. 

TB section 16.2C p 489 (558). (As mentioned above you will not 
be examined on this section). 

(b) Correct. The terms of trade can rise, fall or remain unchanged. TB p 491 
(559) last paragraph.  

(c) Correct. The terms of trade can rise, fall or remain unchanged. TB p 491 
(559) last paragraph.  

 
The correct alternative is (3) 
 
20. These statements are all from section 16.6 TB p 503 (573) and are all correct. 
 

(a) Correct.  
(b) Correct. 
(c) Correct. 

 
The correct alternative is (4).  
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4. ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT 02 (Second semester) 
 
This assignment also makes a contribution to your semester mark. 
 
The answers to questions 1 to 10 are provided below. Most of the answers are easily found and 
explained in either the guide or the textbook. We provide you with page references (SG = Study Guide 
and TB = Textbook) as well as short explanations where deemed necessary. NB The page references 
in brackets refer to the 10th edition of the textbook. 
 
1. (a) Correct. If there is full employment the increase in demand resulting from 

devaluation cannot be met by increased local demand and prices 
will rise instead. To improve the trade balance absorption will have 
to be reduced which is a possibility but will not necessarily realise.  
SG p 42. TB section 17.5 p 534(608). 

(b) Incorrect. See the explanation at (a) above. 
(c) Incorrect. At full employment there can be no increase in production. This 

statement is related to the statement in (a) above. SG p 42. 
 
The correct alternative is (4). 
 
2. (a) Incorrect. When all of these automatic adjustments are allowed to operate 

(which seldom happens) the adjustments to balance of payments 
disequilibria is likely to be more or less complete even under a 
fixed exchange rate system. TB p 537(611). 

(b) Incorrect. See the explanation at (a) above. 
(c) Correct. One of the disadvantages is that it often takes  time (lags)  to take 

effect. 
 
The correct alternative is (5). 
 
3. (a) Correct. “Automatic” implies no action by a government and thus no 

policies. 
(b) Correct. See the explanation at (a) above. 
(c) Incorrect. See the explanation at (a) above. 

 
The correct alternative is (2). 
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4. Points below internal balance line YY indicate unemployment associated with an external surplus 

or deficit (Zone II). TB fig 18.1 p 551 (629). The answers are thus: 
 

(a) Correct. 
(b) Incorrect. 
(c) Incorrect. 

 
The correct alternative is (1). 
 
5. Point F corresponds with point YF on the horizontal axis which indicates full employment. It is also 

a point of intersection of the IS, the LM and the BP curves and thus all the markets (goods, money 
and balance of payments) are in equilibrium and there is thus no tendency (no market forces 
working) for the interest rate to rise.  The answers are thus: 

 
(a) Incorrect. 
(b) Correct. 
(c) Incorrect.  

 
The correct alternative is (2). 
 
6. Point E corresponds with point YE on the horizontal axis which indicates a level of production 

below full employment. It is however also a point of intersection of the IS, the LM and the BP 
curves and thus all the markets (goods, money and balance of payments) are in equilibrium and 
there is thus no tendency (no market forces working) for the interest rate to rise.  The answers are 
thus: 

 
(a) Correct. 
(b) Incorrect. 
(c) Incorrect. 

 
The correct alternative is (3). 
 
7. Point F corresponds with point YF on the horizontal axis which indicates full employment. It is also 

a point of intersection of the IS, the LM and the BP curves and thus all the markets (goods, money 
and balance of payments) are in equilibrium.  The answers are thus: 

 
(a) Correct. 
(b) Correct. 
(c) Correct. 

 
The correct alternative is (5). 
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8. The application of expansionary fiscal policy from initial equilibrium point E, which is at the natural 

level of output, merely results in an increased price level without any expansion in output, which is 
inflationary per definition. This is explained in TB section 19.5 p 600 (683). 

 
(a) Correct. 
(b) Correct. 
(c) Correct. 

 
The correct alternative is (1). 
 
9. This is clearly explained in TB section 19.6A p 604 (687). Points E and G are points of natural 

employment and thus per definition long-run equilibrium points. Point A is a short-run equilibrium 
point per definition (there are market forces at work). 

 
(a) Incorrect. 
(b) Incorrect. 
(c) Correct. 

 
The correct alternative is (4). 
 
10. The net result of a supply shock is a lower level of natural output at a higher price level than 

before. This is well explained in TB section 19.6B p 604 (687) with reference to fig 19.12. 
 

(a) Incorrect. 
(b) Incorrect. 
(c) Incorrect. 

 
The correct alternative is (1). 
 
 
NB: The examination questions are all essay questions. Should you thus have battled with some of 

the above assignment questions, do not despair. Some of them could even have been a bit 
ambiguous. In the examination we are more interested in the bigger picture. Assignment 03 in 
Tutorial Letter 101 is thus an example of examination questions. Also see further examples of 
possible examination questions in sections 5 and 6 of (this) tutorial letter 201. 
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5. COPY OF THE Nov 2014 EXAMINATION PAPER 
 
SECTION A / AFDELING A 
 
You must answer ALL the questions in this section. 
 
U moet AL die vrae in hierdie afdeling beantwoord. 
 
1. (a) Explain direct controls that can be used to affect a nation’s balance of payments. (20) 

(b) Briefly explain how an importer can hedge the risk of changes in exchange rates. (5) 
 

(a) Verduidelik direkte beheermaatreëls wat deur ŉ land gebruik kan word om sy 
betalingsbalans te beinvloed.  (20) 

(b) Verduidelik kortliks hoe ŉ invoerder homself kan verskans teen die veranderinge in 
wisselkoerse.  (5) 

[25] 
2. Explain the simple version of the portfolio balance approach to the balance of payments. 

Verduidelik die eenvoudige weergawe van die portefeuljebalansbenadering tot die betalingsbalans. 
[25] 

 
 
SECTION B / AFDELING B 
 
You must answer TWO of the following FOUR questions. 
U moet TWEE van die volgende VIER vrae beantwoord. 
 
3. Discuss the South African balance of payments. (Name all the items and then discuss). 

Bespreek die Suid-Afrikaanse betalingsbalans. (Noem al die items en bespreek daarna) [25] 
 
4. (a) Illustrate with the aid of a diagram (use aggregate demand and aggregate supply curves) 

how a government can use fiscal and monetary policies to stimulate growth in an open 
economy. (18) 

(b) Explain translation risk that may arise in international transactions.  (7) 
 

(a) Toon aan met behulp van ‘n figuur (gebruik totale-vraag en totale-aanbod krommes) hoe ŉ 
owerheid fiskale en monetêre beleid kan gebruik om groei te stimuleer in ŉ oop ekonomie. 

(18) 
(b) Verduidelik die omrekeningsrisiko wat gepaard kan gaan met internasionale transaksies. (7) 

[25] 
 
5. (a) Explain the proposals that have been advanced for reforming present exchange rate 

arrangements. (17) 
(b) Explain “Currency Board Arrangements” briefly.  (8) 
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(a) Verduidelik die voorgestelde maatreëls ter hervorming van die huidige wisselkoersbedeling. 

(17) 
(b) Verduidelik “Valutaraadooreenkomste“ kortliks.   (8) 

[25] 
 
6. (a) Explain the difference between “foreign exchange futures” and  “foreign exchange options”. 

(10) 
(b) Explain the difference between a stable and an unstable foreign exchange market with the 

aid of two graphs.   (15) 
 

(a) Verduidelik die verskil tussen  “vooruitkontrakte” (“futures”) en ‘“opsies” op die buitelandse 
valutamark.  (10) 

(b) Verduidelik die verskil tussen ŉ stabiele en ŉ onstabiele valutamark met behulp van twee 
figure. (15) 

[25] 
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6. General information 
 
Additional remarks regarding the exam and the preparation for it: 
 
Use keywords to summarize when studying lengthy topics. 
Write as much as you can in the exam on a topic within the time limit. 
Write legible. 
The exam is not only about graphs. There are also questions on the “easier” sections. 
No calculations will be required. 
Additional sections of the textbook are not prescribed for the exam (see below). 
 
Examples of examination questions 
 
To help you with your preparation for the examination we have decided to provide you with 10 possible 
examination questions. We cannot guarantee that any of these questions will be in the exam paper but it 
is possible that some of them can be. The questions in assignment 03 (first and second semester) are 
also from previous exam papers. Together with the copy of the Nov 2014 paper above you now have 
more than enough of such questions. 
 
1. (a) Explain the difference between “speculation” and “hedging” in the foreign exchange market.

 (10) 
(b) Evaluate the significance of imbalances that may occur within the balance of payments. (15) 

[25] 
 
2. (a) Explain (with the aid of a diagram using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the effectiveness of 

expansionary monetary policies in an open economy with flexible exchange rates and 
perfect capital mobility. (16) 

(b) Discuss the current account of the South African balance of payments. (9) 
[25] 

 
3. Explain (with the aid of two diagrams using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the effectiveness of 

expansionary fiscal policies as well as easy monetary policies  in an open economy with flxed 
exchange rates and perfect capital mobility. 

[25] 
 
4. (a) Explain currency pass-through. (10) 

(b) Discuss foreign exchange risks. (15) 
[25] 

 
5. (a) Define the following briefly: 

Devaluation……………… (2) 
Revaluation……………… (2) 
Currency swaps…………..(3) (7) 
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(b) Suppose a nation with an open economy and fixed exchange rates is in short-run equilibrium 

below its natural level of output (in other words, in a recession). Explain with the aid of a diagram 
(use aggregate demand and supply curves) the effect of expansionary fiscal policy. (18) 

[25] 
 
6. (a) Name all the items of the current account of the South African balance of payments.  (10) 
 

(b) Explain “currency board arrangements”. (15) 
[25] 

 
7. Discuss the Purchasing Power Parity theory. (25) 
 
8. Discuss the operation as well as the evolution of the Bretton Woods System. (25) 
 
9. (a) Explain, with the aid of a diagram (using aggregate demand and supply curves), how a 

government can use fiscal and monetary policies to stimulate long-run growth in an open 
economy. (18) 

(b) Explain transaction risk that may arise in international transactions. (7) 
[25] 

 
10. (a) Explain the “J-curve effect”. Include a graph in your answer (8) 

(b) Describe the case for fixed exchange rates (no graphs required). (17) 
[25] 
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NB! The above 10 questions are not the only possible exam questions. You must therefore still know 

the remainder of the prescribed material to earn a good mark. 
 
Material not prescribed for the exam: 
 
In addition to that already mentioned in the study guide you can also omit the following sections from the 
textbook as far as the examination go: 
 
Chapter 13 (only the information in study unit 1 of the Study Guide is applicable for the exam in this 
regard). 
Section 14.6C 
Section 16.2B 
Section 16.2C 
Sections 18.3 up to (and including) 18.4C (pp 552-558)( pp 631–638 10th ed) 
Section 18.5A 
Section 19.2A up to (and including) 19.4B (pp 588-598) (pp 670–681 10th ed) 
 
Another example of covered interest arbitrage: 
 

Assumptions: 
 
• Interest rate in the RSA = 10% per year 
• Interest rate in the USA = 3%   per year 
• Spot exchange rate is    $1,00 = R10,00 
• One year forward rate is $1,00 = R10,50 
• A USA citizen with $100,00 wants to investigate the possibility of arbitrage profits by investing it in 

the RSA  
 
To invest in the RSA she will have convert her $100,00 to R1000,00 on the spot market and invest it in 
the RSA @10% interest rate (resulting in R1100,00 after a year) and simultaneously cover it (hedge) 
using the forward rate. That means the bank guarantees her that by the end of the year she can convert 
her money back to $ at the rate of $1,00 = R10,50 resulting in $104,76 (R1100,00 ÷ R10,50) 
 
Comparison: 
 
Should she have invested her $100,00 in the USA it would have grown to only $103,00 by the end of the 
year. She thus makes an arbitrage profit of $1,76 ($104,76 - $103,00) by rather investing it in the RSA. 
At a forward rate of $1,00 = R10,68 no arbitrage profits will be possible (R1100,00 ÷ R10,68 = $103,00) 
 
What has been said above considerably reduces the workload for the exam. Start studying early and 
make the best of this opportunity 
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7. COMMUNICATION WITH LECTURERS 
 
The following lecturers are involved with this course. Appointments with the lecturers should be made in 
advance. 
 
Mr N. Mkhize 
Tel (012) 433 4623 mkhizni@unisa.ac.za 
 
Ms K. Amusa 
Tel (012) 433 4642 amusako@unisa.ac.za 
 
 
NB: The telephone lines at Unisa are very busy during exam time. You must therefore go through your 

work in time and make contact with us in time, should you encounter problems. There is no 
guarantee that you will be able to find a lecturer in the last days before the exam. 

 
 
Best wishes with your studies. 
 
N. Mkhize 
K. Amusa 

mailto:mkhizni@unisa.ac.za

